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To The Judges:

From political slugfests to late-night comedy punchlines, the public dialogue about marijuana 
in Colorado has focused largely on the issue of the drug’s legalization for recreational 
purposes. But in “Desperate Journey,” a team of journalists from The Denver Post introduces 
readers to a burgeoning medical marijuana subculture — families who have migrated to the 
state in search of a cannabis-based cure for their seizure-ridden children. 

Some heard the siren call of a “marijuana miracle,” but the project thoroughly examines 
the complicated truth behind an elusive myth as parents try to navigate uncharted territory 
beyond the boundaries of traditional medicine. The influx of families began a little more than 
a year ago, amid publicity about the state’s relaxed marijuana laws and an oil extract that 
acts in a different way than most commercial cannabis. Instead of the psychoactive chemical 
THC, it is rich in CBD — cannabidiol — which has shown medicinal potential, particularly as 
a thread of hope for kids seeking relief from incurable forms of childhood epilepsy. Since the 
summer of 2013, the number of children under 18 whose names now fill Colorado’s medical 
marijuana registry has spiked from fewer than 60 to more than 400, with more arriving every 
month.

Reporter John Ingold, who in five years of covering marijuana issues has become one of the 
nation’s most authoritative journalistic voices on the subject, untangles the complexities 
surrounding the science, the fluid semi-legality surrounding cannabis use and the production 
of cannabis oil from which more and more families draw optimism. He folds these 
explanations into an irresistible narrative built around the journey of single mom Ana Watson 
and her 12-year-old son, Preston, who suffers from a rare form of epilepsy called Dravet 
syndrome, as they make the cross-country trek from North Carolina in search of their own 
miracle.

Photojournalist Joe Amon translates the story into vivid images that add a thoughtful 
dimension to the storytelling, with pictures that range from tender to haunting as they open a 
window to the love and turmoil that characterizes the family’s journey.

Videojournalist Lindsay Pierce, who produced a documentary film as a companion to the 
printed and digital version, probes the problems that beset the move to Colorado and the 
frustrating trial-and-error process of calibrating Preston’s dosage of CBD. In the nearly 
39-minute piece, her camera work, and artful editing aided by Mahala Gaylord, capture 



Preston’s affectionate personality as well as the frequent seizures that appear in barely 
apparent eye fluttering or violent convulsions. In visuals both subtle and dramatic, the film 
bares the intense emotions that drive Ana’s quest.

In concert, the multi-media elements of “Desperate Journey” sketch a detailed portrait of the 
possibilities that continue to draw families to Colorado and add exhaustive yet accessible 
context — from straightforward explanations of the manufacture of CBD oil to the traditional 
medical community’s tentative response to its impact. 

And ultimately, the work explores an even larger theme. Yes, these families flock to Colorado 
so their kids can gain access to a potential medical breakthrough. But they also become part 
of a growing community moved by a mixture of desperation and unflagging commitment to 
seek comfort for their children in what one mother calls “a state of hope.”

We are proud to nominate this insightful coverage for consideration of a Pulitzer Prize in 
Explanatory Reporting.
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